VoiceThreads

INSTRUCTOR SETUP ON D2L
Step 1: Go to Content, then Add Existing Activities, then External Learning Tools.
Step 2: Select VoiceThread from the list.
Step 3: A simple "VoiceThread" will appear next to the arrow. *(An option is to change the name after creating it, as I did in the second one).*
Beware!

Once students add VoiceThreads in the class group, clicking the minus sign will remove it from your view, GONE!
STUDENTS SUBMIT ON D2L
Go to Content to find the VoiceThread link as named by your instructor.
Individual View

The Individual View will open to show you only files you have added.
Individual View

You can “Create new VoiceThread” as shown here.
Course view

The Course View will open to show you all files added by the class.
Course view

You can create a new VoiceThread by "Add your own" as shown here.
Course view

*From this view, now you have the option to “Create a new VoiceThread.”*
Both views

You can drag and drop files to add, or you can click “Add Media” to select from folders on your computer.
Both views

*Only you can see your VoiceThread until you click to "Share and return to course."*
Beware!

Clicking this minus sign on a classmate's paper removes it from your view, GONE!